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PRESS RELEASE: SoftRail suite chosen also by Ouigo Espana 
 
The spanish SNCF subsidiary, the high-speed rail operator that manages passenger services 
between Madrid and Barcelona, has adopted the Binary System SoftRail’s suite, the last 
generation software suite platform conceived to manage and organize people, rolling stock and 
operational activities of rail companies with one single tool. 
 
After a dedicated selection process between main European providers held in late summer 2019, 
Ouigo Espana and Binary System started the implementation project to run 4 software modules 
dedicated to the railway undertaking management activities, in particular: 
 
. LogiShift: an advanced system for a coordinated planning of employees and company’s vehicles 
fleets; 
. MainTrack: the system to plan and monitor the activities of preventive and corrective maintenance 
in electronic format; 
. RailMobile: the electronic folder for the train driver to collect, organize and distribute in real time 
all the employees documentation;  
. SkillPlan: professional tool to plan, monitor and manage all the activities of training, refreshing and 
employees auditing. 
 
The goliving announcement came from the project responsible Giacomo Mantovani, Chief Operating 
Officer of Binary System, who has strongly focused himself and his collaborators on the importance 
of Ouigo project success’s result to increase Binary’s internationalization process and experience in 
the public transportation market. "The investment made to adapt our software to more and more 
different railway companies has leaded to the desired results" stated Mr. Mantovani, who added also: 
"We are extremely pleased to have made our entry into the Spanish market, obtaining not only the 
full confidence of the customer, but also the concrete interest of other European Railway 
Undertakings."  
 
“The good teams relationship created during the build phase and the trust developed between the 
project referents have permitted to raising the four softwares goliving in less than a year” has 
confirmed Sergio Barcena, Planning and Maintenance Director “Since May 2021, Ouigo Espana is 
successfully running  its services with the support of SoftRail suite and Binary System’s team; we are 
looking forward to a long lasting and fruitful partnership with”. 
 
The trial phase has showed the particular flexibility and versatility of the suite, which hasn’t required 
any renounce to safety and reliable features in order to be adapted it to the Spain infrastructure and 
to the customer’s organization.  
 
 The extremely positive result of the project demonstrates the pursuit of the Binary System strategic 
goal: to become more and more an experienced reference supplier in the daily support to the activities 
of Railway Undertaking in Europe and worldwide  
 
 
Piacenza, 28th January 2022 
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Binary System S.r.l. is the leading Italian company in the development of software solutions for the management of rail activities.  
Thanks to its technical team of researchers and the well-established partnerships with most important devices manufacturers, Binary 
System has created a suite of products capable of integrating web and mobile management and representing an excellence in the 
industry for functionality, integration and mobility.  
 
For further information: Alessandra Gorra  
Mail: alessandra.gorra@binarysystem.eu  
Phone: +39 347 7277277  
Web: www.binarysystem.eu  
 
 

 


